SENATE RESOLUTION #1741

Title: Utilization of the Kappa Delta House

Date: January 28, 1993

Authors: Student Living Committee

Sponsors: Senators Anderson, Gianola, Legerski, Mathes, Nardi and Yordy

1. WHEREAS, the University of Wyoming is one of only three
2. institutions in the nation that currently maintains a
3. Fraternity/Sorority row system; and
4. WHEREAS, the placement of offices, classrooms, etc., in the
5. Kappa Delta House detracts from the residential unity of the
6. area; and
7. WHEREAS, any structural modifications of the Kappa Delta House
8. to create office space, classrooms, etc. will decrease
9. the likelihood of a Greek organization occupying the house in
10. the future; and
11. WHEREAS, a strong Greek system is recognized as an important
12. tool in maintaining high student retention and institutional
13. success; and
14. WHEREAS, the addition of a Greek organization within the row
15. structure is likely to strengthen the Greek system as a whole;
16. THEREFORE, be it resolved by the Student Senate of the
17. Associated Students of the University of Wyoming that we
18. support the temporary utilization of the Kappa Delta House as
19. a residential structure such as honors or guest housing; and
20. THEREFORE, be it further resolved that we support the
21. occupancy of the KD House by a Greek organization as soon as
22. one is interested and able to do so.
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"Being enacted on 2/19/93, I do hereby sign my name
hereto and approve this Senate action." [Signature]
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